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Abstract—Since 2022, ChatGPT has been a big breakthrough
in technology, creating lots of discussions online. It has had big
effects in different areas, but in cybersecurity, it is both good and
bad. There has been a lot of misuse, especially with squatting
domains. Our research aims to understand this misuse and the
potential threats it poses. We develop a novel method that looks
at historical Passive DNS (PDNS) data. Based on the two-stage
identification, our method can efficiently and accurately collect
ChatGPT-related squatting domains. In the end, we found over
1.3 million ChatGPT-related squatting domains, part of which
were shared with the security community. Our findings show that
these squatting domains are increasing quickly. This is the case
whether the keywords related to ChatGPT are registered with
the domain registrar or set up on subdomains. Even though the
number of domains is increasing, only 5.3% set up meaningful
content on their websites. After digging into their web contents,
we found that these websites show various signs of misuse, such
as promotion on illegal underground websites and emerging
fraudulent activities related to dialogue features. The security
community is not fully aware of these threats yet. We are the first
to conduct a large-scale quantitative analysis of ChatGPT-related
abusive behavior. We believe that our work unveils the abuse
ecosystem surrounding ChatGPT-related squatting domains. We
hope to underscore the urgent need for increased attention and
protective measures against ChatGPT-related domain abuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

ChatGPT [65], a large-model-driven intelligent dialogue
system, has sparked considerable discourse. Its advent sig-
nificantly refines machine comprehension of language inputs,
making automated understanding of natural language feasible.
The exceptional performance of ChatGPT has radically trans-
formed operational patterns across various sectors. Examples
include enhancing search engine performance like Bing [57],
generating high-quality articles [61], assisting in code debug-
ging [21], and even ideation [64], etc.

ChatGPT has also significantly influenced cybersecurity,
acting as a double-edged sword. On one hand, the intelligence
substantially of ChatGPT bolsters our defenses against cyber-
attacks. Researchers introduced ChatGPT-based methods for
various security applications, such as identifying network
device fingerprints [73], detecting phishing websites [42], and
toxic content [35]. Unfortunately, the advanced abilities of
ChatGPT have also been exploited by miscreants, leading to
numerous abuse cases. Examples include the use of scam
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Fig. 1: Example of a phishing website imitating the official ChatGPT
website.

domains related to ChatGPT for phishing [55], websites that
mimic legitimate ChatGPT plugins to steal user credentials or
distribute malware [16], and social engineering attacks with
the malicious version of ChatGPT [29]. Besides, the surging
traffic of ChatGPT hype is widely exploited to promote illicit
industries for profitable advertising [15].
Motivation. Though a few blogs have discussed individ-
ual abuse risks brought by ChatGPT [68], a comprehensive
overview of the impact of ChatGPT on abuse activities in
cybercrime is still missing. It is important to spot and track
ChatGPT-related squatting domain names (referred to as squat-
ting domains in this paper) in cyberspace. We believe that
understanding these suspicious domains can help the security
community prevent malicious ChatGPT-related activities.
Our work. To fully understand the impact of ChatGPT
on domain abuse activities, we utilized the Passive DNS
(PDNS) dataset, which could provide a comprehensive view of
DNS resolution. In this work, we categorize all unauthorized
squatting domain names with ChatGPT-related keywords as
malicious conduct of interest in our paper based on OpenAI’s
official guidelines [67], including the abuse of its hype and
technology. Finding ChatGPT-related squatting domain names
in the huge PDNS logs is a big challenge. So, we proposed
a funnel-shaped identification method based on an extensive
ChatGPT-related keyword list, first using fuzzy matching to
downgrade the volume of DNS logs, and then precisely
matching ChatGPT-related squatting domains. Employing this
method, we can efficiently and accurately identify ChatGPT-



related squatting domain names. To help future work on
analyzing ChatGPT-related abuse activities, we share part of
these domains publicly1.
Our Findings. After an in-depth examination of these
ChatGPT-related squatting domain names, we noticed these
unofficially registered domains have some inherent security
risks. First, the trend of embedding ChatGPT-related keywords
in domain names is rapidly gaining popularity. Judging by the
volume of DNS resolutions, these squatting domains indeed at-
tract a lot of traffic. Over 31k squatting domains have received
more than 1,000 DNS resolution queries. What’s worrying is
that, upon analyzing the keywords linked with ChatGPT, we
found several squatting attack methods, including combosquat-
ting and homograph attacks. These squatting methods signifi-
cantly increase the domain space that adversaries could abuse.
A large number of ChatGPT-related squatting Second-Level
Domains (SLDs) have been registered through 1,072 regis-
trars, across 445 Top-Level Domains (TLDs). Furthermore,
we observed signs of bulk registration of ChatGPT-related
squatting domain names. Almost half of the ChatGPT-related
squatting domain names are set up as subdomains of third-
party network service domains, like cloud storage amazon-
aws.com. This greatly increases the chances for levelsquatting
attacks, especially on mobile platforms. Unfortunately, nearly
none of these registration and web hosting organizations have
taken steps to prevent such unofficial squatting activities. This
lack of action gives miscreants many opportunities to register
domains and set up webpages.
Novel Security Threats. Through analyzing and classifying
page content, we determined that 94.7% of the ChatGPT-
related squatting domains have not set up any meaningful
content. For example, they might be blank or only have config-
uration information. Even without content, some domains are
parked, potentially for profit gain. Even more notable, 20.93%
of ChatGPT-related squatting domains are used as promotional
tools by underground industries like gambling and pornogra-
phy. In these cases, ChatGPT-related keywords are embedded
in the subdomains of the apex domains. ChatGPT-related
keywords in illicit domains not only increase the chances
that users will see them, but also increase the likelihood
of users visiting the website. This abuse of ChatGPT hype
breaks the official brand guidelines [67]. Besides, ChatGPT’s
intelligent dialogue technology is a prime target for abuse.
On websites with dialogue features, we first exposed many
unauthorized mirror sites of ChatGPT that do not comply with
official regulations. Some of these are even phishing websites
that imitate the official site exactly, as shown in Figure 1.
These sites claim to offer the same services as the official
ChatGPT, and use this to earn money. The strong demand for
ChatGPT has thus led to an industry that is creating unau-
thorized ChatGPT mirror websites for profit. Unfortunately,
upon cross-checking with Threat Intelligence (TI), we found
that only 18% of these malicious squatting domains have
been reported as harmful. This suggests a significant delay

1https://github.com/MingxuanLiu/ChatScam/

and false negatives in detecting these new abusive activities
related to ChatGPT. In light of our findings, we believe that
the issue of ChatGPT-related squatting domain name abuse
indeed warrants increased attention from the cybersecurity
community.
Contributions. By examining ChatGPT-related squatting do-
mains, our main contributions are:
● Identification method. We propose an efficient and accurate
method to efficiently and accurately identify ChatGPT-related
squatting domain names from the PDNS dataset.
● Comprehensive understanding. From the perspective of his-
torical DNS resolutions, we conducted the first comprehensive
analysis of the ChatGPT-related squatting domain name to
unveil their ecosystem and associated abusive activities. And
we identified several previously undisclosed security risks.
● Open-source dataset. From PDNS dataset, we continuously
collect and analyze ChatGPT-related squatting domains, and
open source part of these domains. We believe this continuous
open dataset can help the security community keep track of
ChatGPT-related abuse threats over the long term.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the
Domain Name System (DNS), covering the structure and
creation of domain names, how domains are resolved in the
DNS, and squatting techniques.

A. Domain Name

A domain name is organized in a hierarchical structure,
with levels divided by a period (“.”). For example, in chatgpt-
squatting.dsn2024.com., from top to bottom, these are the DNS
root (the rightmost point often omitted in writing), the top-
level domain (TLD) (i.e., “com”), the second-level domain
(SLD) (i.e., “dsn2024.com”), and then the subdomain (i.e.,
“chatgpt-squatting.dsn2024.com”). The whole domain name
is often called a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). The
TLD is approved by ICANN and run by different registries.
The SLD, also known as the apex domain, is registered by
the registrant from the registrar. The domain owner can freely
set up subdomains for their apex domain without needing
permission from the registrar.

Originally, domain names only allowed ASCII characters.
But as internationalization progressed, Internationalised Do-
main Names (IDNs) emerged. IDNs let registrants use non-
ASCII characters, like Chinese and Japanese, in domain
names, which expands the character type across all Unicode
characters. To keep compatibility, domain names with non-
ASCII characters have to be re-encoded into ASCII characters
for resolution and further operations. This re-encoding process,
called Punycode transformation, keeps all ASCII characters
and encodes non-ASCII characters using variable-length inte-
gers. All domain names that undergo Punycode transformation
bear a constant prefix, “xn–”.
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Fig. 2: The workflow of the identification system for ChatGPT-related squatting domains.

B. Domain Name Resolution

The DNS resolution converts domain names into IP ad-
dresses. Common DNS record types include A records (IPv4
addresses), AAAA records (IPv6 addresses), CNAME records
(aliases), and NS records (authoritative servers) [59, 60].

Passive DNS (PDNS) is a dataset passively collected from
DNS resolution traffic (both requests and responses) from DNS
resolvers. Each entry in the PDNS dataset is a six-part tuple,
denoted as <first see, last see, count, rrname, rrtype, rdata>.
This shows that from first see to last see, the domain rrname
has been resolved to rdata a total of count times. Since the
PDNS dataset encapsulates all DNS resolution traffic seen on
the resolver and keeps historical records, it can reflect the
resolution status of a domain name comprehensively.

C. Squatting Technique

Domain names are often misused for harmful activities like
spreading Botnets. One common method of domain abuse is
squatting techniques. These methods create domain names that
look very similar to authoritative ones, making it hard for
victims to tell the difference between genuine and deceptive
domains, thus enabling deception and fraud. For example, ho-
mograph attacks use visually similar characters from different
Unicode scripts [81]. There are also other types of attacks
like combosquatting [41], which combines keywords, and
levelsquatting [27], which uses excessively long subdomains.

III. IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we propose a method to identify ChatGPT-
related domain names. First, we find domain names using
a funnel-shaped matching method based on ChatGPT-related
keywords. Then, we use heuristics to determine the content
categories of these domains.

A. Overview

Identifying ChatGPT-related squatting domains accurately
from an extensive volume of PDNS logs presents a signifi-
cant performance challenge. To address this, we present an
identification methodology, shown in Figure 2, which has two
main stages. First, we devise a funnel-shaped identification
method. This includes character-level fuzzy matching to lessen
the number of pending DNS logs, and precise matching within
manageable limits. This step, which is confirmed through

multiple validations, provides a set of unofficial ChatGPT-
related squatting domains. Then, to analyze website content,
we propose a heuristic-guided approach for inferring web
intent. This process starts with a crawl for extra data, such as
WHOIS, current DNS resolution results, and HTTP responses.
Based on an empirical study, we divide the websites into
4 categories: chat-function providing websites, underground
websites (including gambling and pornography), parking and
for sale websites, and other websites.

Using our method of identifying ChatGPT-related domains,
we collaborated with 114 DNS, a leading DNS service in
China. They maintain an ongoing and large dataset, capturing
all DNS communications observed from their public DNS
resolvers. This dataset includes around 500 billion unique DNS
requests daily for about 550 million FQDNs. Considering the
public date of ChatGPT, we focused on data from January
2022 to August 2023. This period allows us to thoroughly
understand domain name activities associated with ChatGPT
in its early years.

B. Domain Collection

Given the vast volume of PDNS logs (about 550 million
per day), it is unfeasible to directly perform precise keyword
matching on such an extensive dataset. To tackle this chal-
lenge, building upon existing research [50, 90], we devised a
funnel-shaped matching methodology based on a grounded list
of ChatGPT-related keywords. The primary philosophy of this
method entails the gradual diminution of DNS logs pending
processing. This approach facilitates the precise detection
of ChatGPT-related squatting domains within a controllable
scale, thereby enhancing efficiency.

We first gathered a set of keywords highly pertinent to
ChatGPT, selected based on empirical expertise and expanded
via search engine capabilities [90]. After manual verification,
we selected the 4 most relevant seed keywords, i.e., chat, gpt,
open and ai. Additionally, our study extends to the impact
of similar intelligent conversational services on cybercrime,
thus incorporating two non-OpenAI services, claude [6] and
copilot [58], as keywords. Consequently, we identified 6 seed
keywords. In pursuit of comprehensive coverage of related
domain names, we accounted for certain squatting attack tech-
niques, including typosquatting [2], homograph IDN [37, 48],
combosquatting [41]. By leveraging an open-source software,
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dnstwist [25], we could automatically generate squatting vari-
ants of seed keywords. As a result, we expanded our original
keyword list to a total of 11,170 entries. Given that squatting
generation introduces IDNs encoded with Punycode format,
with a distinct encoding commencing with “xn–” [18]. For
example, the Punycode of cı̂aude.ai is xn–caude-5sa.ai. Since
our seed keywords can mistakenly catch unrelated words, such
as “ai” in “air”, but “air” is irrelevant. While the Punycode
keywords, derived from seed keywords using non-ASCII char-
acters, is less possible to form unintended words due to the
“xn–” prefix, eliminating the need for additional processes
to filter false positives. Consequently, we differentiated our
keyword list into two subsets for efficiency based on Punycode
encoding characteristics, i.e., the IDN set (Kpuny) and the
non-IDN set (Knormal). Moreover, there are potential false
positives arising from overlaps between keywords and Chinese
Pinyin or segments of prominent domains. For example, “kuai”
in kuaishou.com represents a Chinese phonetic rendering and,
despite containing the keyword “ai”, is not related to ChatGPT.
Besides, though freshchat.com contains “chat” keyword, it is
an instant messaging tool rather than a representative of intel-
ligent conversational capabilities. Therefore, to prevent these
potential false positives, we created an additional keyword list
based on the Chinese pinyin library with all Chinese pro-
nounces [44] (e.g., “kuai”) and a list of hierarchical levels from
popular domains within the Tranco Top list [70], excluding the
Top-Level Domains (TLDs) (e.g., “freshchat”).

Subsequently, using this expanded keyword list, we employ
a two-step process to pinpoint ChatGPT-related domains, as
outlined in Algorithm 1. This process comprises Fuzzy Match-
ing to reduce the quantity of DNS logs requiring processing,
and Precise Matching to accurately distinguish ChatGPT-
related squatting domains. During the Fuzzy Matching phase
(Lines 1 to 7), we aim to extract as comprehensive a set of
domain names as efficiently as possible. Therefore, we apply
all keywords from the Kpuny and Knormal directly to the
complete PDNS data set for matching. Throughout this fuzzy
matching process, we obtained 3,645,463,873 initial domain
names. The Fuzzy Matching phase greatly diminishes the scale
of the PDNS dataset. However, this process could potentially
introduce certain false positives. Therefore, the subsequent
Precise Matching process serves to filter out potential false
positives and accurately identify domains related to ChatGPT
(Lines 8 to 23). Specifically, since Punycode domains, pre-
cisely generated from initial keywords, are encoded from IDNs
and all have the “xn–” prefix, we consider those that match
the Kpuny list directly to be ChatGPT-related domains (Lines
11 to 13), not false positives. For non-Punycode domains,
we initially conduct a segmentation process on the domain
(Line 14) to obtain its word list, split domain. For instance,
livechat.com is segmented into live, chat, and com based on
English segmentation, and kuaishou.com is segmented into
kuai, shou and com based on Chinese pinyin. Subsequently,
we compare this with Lknown, eliminating words present in
Lknown (Lines 15 to 16). Finally, we assess the count of
non-Punycode keywords, and deem domains with 2 or more

Algorithm 1: IDENTIFYING CHATGPT-RELATED
DOMAIN NAMES

Data: Passive DNS dataset Q, q ∈ Q is a DNS record,
Punycode keyword list Kpuny , None punycode
keyword list Knormal, Pinyin List and popular
domain word list Lknown

Result: ChatGPT-related domains Dchat

1 Q∗ ← {} ▷ Initialization of Fuzzy Matching Result
2 foreach q ∈ Q do
3 domain← q[fqdn] ▷ Get domain in DNS record
4 if domain∩Kpuny ≠ ∅ or domain∩Knormal ≠ ∅ then
5 Q∗.append q ▷ Fuzzy Matching
6 end
7 end
8 D ← {} ▷ Initialization of Precise Matching Result
9 foreach q∗ ∈ Q∗ do

10 domain← q∗[fqdn]
11 if domain ∩Kpuny ≠ ∅; then
12 D.append domain ▷ Punycode Domain
13 end
14 split domain← tokenize(domain) ▷ Tokenization of

None-Punycode Domain
15 wordknown ← split domain ∩Lknown

16 split domain.remove(wordknown) ▷ Remove Known
Words

17 else if split domain ∩Knormal ≥ 2 then
18 D.append domain
19 end
20 if verify ownvership(domain) == official then
21 D.remove domain ▷ Remove Official Domains
22 end
23 end
24 return D

keywords as being related to ChatGPT (Lines 17 to 19).
Finally, we filter out all subdomains within the official domains
(Lines 20 to 22). Our keyword selection pertains exclusively
to ChatGPT and two other most prominent applications,
Claude (developed by Anthropic) and Copilot (developed by
Microsoft). Consequently, we confined our filtration process
to 3 official websites.2 This process ensures that identified
domains are unofficial squatting domains.

We present the identification results of the ChatGPT-related
domains in Table I. In total, we identified 1,357,638 FQDNs,
which belong to 119,907 SLDs.

C. Function Identification

Following the Domain Collection process, we obtained
ChatGPT-related squatting domains. To understand the pur-
poses of these webpages, we designed a heuristic-based func-
tion identification method.

First, we obtained relevant auxiliary information regarding
the identified ChatGPT-related domains, facilitating further
processing and analysis.
● Passive DNS records present the historical resolution results
of each domain name. We selected the relevant PDNS records
associated with ChatGPT-related squatting domain names from
the 114 PDNS dataset, using SLD and FQDN as criteria.

2Three official SLDs includes openai.com, claude.ai, and copilot.com.
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TABLE I: Domain Collection Results.

- # DNS Record # FQDN # SLD

All Top100k All Top100k

Fuzzy Matching 4,757,013,828 3,645,463,873 1,292,026,514 444,547,914 50,401,203
Precise Matching 4,061,883 1,526,136 785,110 119,910 3,139

Ownership Verification 3,842,117 1,357,638 616,613 119,907 3,137

ChatGPT-related Domains # FQDN: 1,357,638
# SLD: 119,907

* “Top100k” means the number of domain names whose SLD are ranked in the Top 100,000, which is
collected from Tranco Top list [70].

●WHOIS records present the registration information of each
domain name. We used a Python library to obtain and parse
WHOIS information.3 Due to privacy protection initiatives
under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [52],
we currently cannot access the information of domain regis-
trants, such as their email addresses. This limitation makes it
challenging to directly analyze instances of bulk registration
by a single registrant.
● Current DNS resolution includes several basic DNS reso-
lution types, like A, NS, CNAME, MX, and SOA. These DNS
requests were then sent to several well-known DNS resolution
servers [71] for resolution, and the responses were recorded.
● Web contents include HTTP responses and webpages.
Specifically, we built HTTP requests and used BeautifulSoup 4

to parse the response and record specific information.
Note that, due to the lack of understanding of the ground-

truth, it is challenging for us to comprehensively analyze
all webpages of ChatGPT-related domains along with their
content and intent. Therefore, in this study, we first conduct
an empirical study for randomly sampled 300 FQDNs. Two
researchers independently labeled these 300 websites. Ulti-
mately, we identified 4 categories within all ChatGPT-related
squatting domains: websites that mirrored ChatGPT with intel-
ligent dialogue functions (10 websites), underground websites
which included 29 gambling websites and 21 pornographic
sites, domain parking and sale websites (98 websites) and
other type (142 websites). Note that, the other type includes
websites with too little text content to determine their purpose,
and site-building templates (such as Nginx, Apache, etc.). By
deeply analyzing the characteristics of these 4 categories of
websites, we designed a four-fold cross-identification classifi-
cation method. This includes the analysis of key HTML tags
related to Chat functionality, textual content analysis associ-
ated with the common underground industry (mainly including
gambling and porn websites), name server analysis and sale-
related keyword matching for domain parking and sale, and
others, and finally the validation from threat intelligence.
● Chat Functionality Identification. First, chat interaction is
the most distinctive feature of ChatGPT. Our empirical anal-
ysis revealed that the chat function is primarily implemented
via the <textarea> tag in HTML. Consequently, we identified

3https://pypi.org/project/python-whois/
4https://pypi.org/project/beautifulsoup4/

chat-functional websites using a filter method anchored in
the <textarea> tag. Furthermore, we used the term “chat”
along with its synonyms like “dialogue” and its equivalents
in multiple languages, including several non-English (like
Chinese and Japanese), to match the content of the pages.
Pages without chat-related keywords were excluded under the
assumption that they lacked relevance to chat functionality.
These websites are highly likely to be those that imitate
ChatGPT, such as mirror sites, among others [82].
● Underground Cybercrime Identification. Then, through
empirical analysis, we identified 2 typical categories of un-
derground industries in ChatGPT-related squatting domains,
namely, gambling and pornography. These two types of web-
sites exhibit distinct text content features, consistent with
the conclusions drawn from other underground industry re-
search [93, 95]. Consequently, we designed a recognition
method based on text content. After balancing the data ob-
tained from the empirical analysis, we eventually selected 100
websites each from gambling, pornography, and other cate-
gory as our training data. Before every processing (including
labeling, training and predicting), we translated non-English
web content to English with the interface of DeepL [22].
Subsequently, we train a multi-classifier based on the BERT
model [23] to categorize the textual content of all website
titles.
● Domain Parking and Sale Identification. Parking domains
indicate that their owners are seeking profit through traffic
monetization. Based on the Name Server (NS) records of the
domains we acquired, we compare them with the NS records
of popular domain parking services [46, 47, 88]. Besides,
through empirical analysis, we discovered that some registrars
offer domain name sale-help services. Domain owners can
configure related display pages on these registrars (as example
in Figure 8), so that when users access the domain (e.g.,
chatgptcss.com), they will receive the sale information of this
domain, significantly enhancing the domain’s exposure and
aiding in its sale. For the sale display pages, we employ a
set of keywords associated with domain sales based on our
empirical study, such as “for sale”, to classify.
● Threat Intelligence Verification. Beyond the three iden-
tification methods that we developed, we also leverage the
analytic results of renowned threat intelligence as supplemen-
tary information. We supplement the malicious information for
each domain that has web content by crawling the analytic
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results from VirusTotal [36]. Furthermore, we collected 6
prominent open-source threat intelligence feeds, including
URLHaus [85], BlackWeb [13], Stopforum Spam [77], Spam-
list [78], Dyn Malware Feeds [24], and Zonefiles [98]. By con-
trasting these threat intelligence sources, we analyze whether
any ChatGPT-related squatting domains with webpages are
flagged as malicious.

D. Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our identification method for
ChatGPT-related domains and classification model, we employ
a combination of random sampling and manual analysis. For
a randomly sampled dataset of 100 domains, two researchers
jointly annotate them, noting whether the domain genuinely
relates to ChatGPT and the web page classification category.
For inconsistent annotations, a third researcher is brought
in for confirmation, ultimately resulting in a batch of high-
quality annotated data. On the 100 annotated FQDNs, we
find that our domain identification algorithm achieves 100%
accuracy and 100% recall rate. Moreover, the accuracy of
multi-classification is 93%, and the recall for gambling and
porn is specifically 97% and 95%. Through manual analysis,
we observe that the model’s misclassifications predominantly
occur in the “other” category, largely due to interference from
little content on webpages to judge its usage. For instance,
displaying only information irrelevant to inferring website
purposes, such as website downtime or notices of website
redesign and updates.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF CHATGPT-RELATED DOMAINS

In this section, we conduct the first comprehensive measure-
ment and review of the ChatGPT-related squatting domains
ecosystem. This analysis includes the examination of DNS
traffic trends, domain registration distribution, infrastructure,
web content and intent behind the registrations, along with the
relevant security threat.

A. Escalating Trend

PDNS records the DNS requests for ChatGPT-related do-
mains and their responses, along with the time intervals when
the domain was resolved. So, we can ascertain the query
volume and active periods for ChatGPT-related domains [41,
48, 50]. Query volume means the total number of requests
for a specific domain recorded in the PDNS dataset. Active
period is the time interval between the first and last times the
domain was resolved. As our collection comprises unofficially
ChatGPT-related squatting domains, we also compare them
with 3 official domains and their subdomains.

Finding 1. From the DNS resolution standpoint, Chat-
GPT has led to a quick rise in ChatGPT-related squatting
domains. The red line in Figure 3 shows the total number of
requests for ChatGPT-related squatting domains. Compared to
when ChatGPT-3.5 was first released, the traffic has gone up
23.68 times by September 2023. We found a strong correlation
between the visit trends of ChatGPT-related squatting domains

Fig. 3: Newly observed ChatGPT-Related squatting domains and their
DNS resolutions.

and official sites, and the updates and major events of Chat-
GPT. SimilarWeb analyzed the global traffic (i.e., page views)
of ChatGPT’s website [76]. The page views of the official sites
peaked in May, then the growth slowed and even showed a
downward trend. We believe the surge in DNS traffic is linked
to several updates by OpenAI [43], like changes in privacy,
user data control, and the resumption of the Italian service. The
later steady growth might be related to the release of user apps,
as some of the traffic moved to mobile platforms. On the other
hand, we noticed that even though the growth of the official
ChatGPT website slowed down (or even declined) in May,
the number of requests for ChatGPT-related squatting domains
kept rising. As of September 2023, the growth rate continues
to increase, showing that ChatGPT has a lasting effect on
squatting domains. In addition, the blue line in Figure 3 shows
the growth trend of newly observed domains. We noticed
that the release of ChatGPT-3.5 led to a small increase in
the number of domains (with almost a 9-fold growth seen in
January 2023). However, the significant impact on squatting
domains happened after the launch of GPT-4, with several
increases in domain numbers.

Finding 2. ChatGPT-related squatting domains use
ChatGPT keywords to effectively draw in user visits, with
over 31k domains receiving more than 1,000 DNS requests.
Figure 4(a) shows that the query volume for ChatGPT-related
squatting domains is generally less than official domains, with
97.45% of squatting domains getting fewer than 10 requests.
However, we still found 291,892 domains that got more
than 100 DNS requests, with a significant 31,226 domains
exceeding 1,000 requests. Table II lists the top 10 squatting
domains by query volume. Interestingly, we found that chat-
gpt4youtube.com is an unofficial Chrome plugin used for the
real-time summary of video content, achieving 3,088 DNS
requests. Also, we found an unofficial domain, theb.ai, that
offers chat features similar to ChatGP with 214 subdomains,
e.g., chatgtp.theb.ai. This domain not only got 2,906 DNS
queries but also secured a domain rank of 58,983 (in the
Top 100k). The chat features on this site include not only
the official ChatGPT models but also their own. Notably,
this unofficially operated website profits by offering services
similar to the official ones, even attracting substantial user
traffic. The active period of a domain can reflect its level
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TABLE II: Query number of Top 10 ChatGPT-related squatting domains.

FQDN SLD Category # DNS Query (%) Top 100k (SLD)

www.chatggpt.buzz chatggpt.buzz Other 7,212 (0.16%) Outside
chat.lai-ai.com.m.alikunlun.com alikunlun.com Other 5,102 (0.15%) 2,063

chatcdn.ailiao360.com.w.kunluncan.com kunluncan.com Other 4,880 (0.14%) 1,917
chat-ai.logcg.com logcg.com Chat-Function 4,076 (0.12%) Outside

openai-public.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com amazonaws.com Other 3,831 (0.11%) 2
chat-gpt.org chat-gpt.org Chat-Function 3,822 (0.11%) Outside

ai-chatbot.s3.us-west-2.amazonaws.com amazonaws.com Other 3,309 (0.09%) 2
chatcdn.ailiao520.com.w.kunluncan.com kunluncan.com Other 3,095 (0.09%) 1,917

chatgpt4youtube.com chatgpt4youtube.com Chat-Function 3,088 (0.09%) Outside
chatbot.theb.ai theb.ai Chat-Function 2,906 (0.08%) 59,977

(a) ECDF of DNS query volume.

(b) ECDF of domain active period.

Fig. 4: Distribution of query volume and active period.

of activity. As shown in Figure 4(b), despite a generally
shorter active period compared to official domains, there still
exist 9,507,539 ChatGPT-related squatting domains that have
remained active for over 100 days, even 610,938 over 1,000
days. Upon analyzing squatting domains with active periods
exceeding 1,000 days, we found that long-active domains did
not exhibit any significant malicious behavior. For example,
openai.ru is a domain registered in Russia in 2016. This
website was constructed by volunteers interested in OpenAI’s
technology and has remained active since its establishment.

B. Domain Generation Trend

Regarding the identified 119,907 SLDs, we are able to
obtain their registration information based on the WHOIS
records. Due to certain constraints, including query restrictions
for country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) and privacy re-
strictions under the GDPR [52], we obtained valid registration
information for 57.09% of all SLDs.

TABLE III: Keyword location of ChatGPT-related domains.
- Count SLD-Chat (%) SLD-nonChat (%)

FQDN 1,357,638 708,963 (52.2%) 648,675 (47.8%)

SLD 119,907
59,084 (49.3%) 60,823 (50.7%)

<3.5 3.5∼4 >4 <3.5 3.5∼4 >4
16.6% 47.1% 36.3% 76.6% 12.9% 10.5%

* <3.5 means registered before the release of ChatGPT-3.5; 3.5∼4
means registered between the release of ChatGPT-3.5 and GPT-4; >4
means registered after the release of GPT-4.

Fig. 5: Registration trend of ChatGPT-related domains.

Based on the method of keyword embedding in domain
generation, we categorized SLDs into two groups for analysis:
those containing ChatGPT-related keywords in SLD (SLD-
Chat) and those with keywords present in the subdomain in-
stead (SLD-nonChat). The SLD-Chat group indicates that do-
mains with ChatGPT-related keywords were generated through
domain registration, while the SLD-nonChat group suggests
that keywords were embedded through the configuration of
subdomains, implying no relevance to registration. Table III
displays the quantity distribution of two types of domains.

Finding 3. Through analysis of registration dates of
ChatGPT-related squatting domains, we discovered ev-
idence of opportunistic bulk registration being under-
taken by organized groups. First, we discovered that the
primary method of generating ChatGPT-related squatting do-
mains involves directly registering SLDs that contain relevant
keywords, accounting for 52.2% of such squatting domains.
Figure 5 depicts the temporal distribution of ChatGPT-related
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TABLE IV: Top 10 registries and registrars for FQDNs of SLD-Chats.

TLD # SLD Registrar # SLD

.com 21,591 GoDaddy 7,051
.cn 2,284 Alibaba Cloud Computing 5,806

.chat 1,879 NameCheap 3,502
.net 1,505 Squarespace Domains 2,486
.org 998 DNSPod 1,527
.xyz 871 MarkMonitor 1,249

.online 856 Dynadot 1,141
.com.cn 454 NameSilo 748

.ru 443 Gname.com Pte 708

.nl 429 Amazon Registrar 516

445 TLDs 1,072 Registrars

squatting domain registrations. Looking at the overall trend,
the popularity of ChatGPT-related events significantly stim-
ulated the domain registration industry. It is noteworthy that
opportunistic squatting cases began to emerge towards the end
of 2022, influenced by the release of ChatGPT-3.5. This led
to a surge in domain registrations, and 83.4% of SLD-Chat
registered after ChatGPT-3.5. And the underground industry
began to exploit the traffic of ChatGPT. For instance, chatgpt-
porn.pro registered in February 2023, despite containing the
keyword “chatgpt”, is actually a pornographic website. Regret-
tably, due to the protection of registrant information by the
GDPR, it is challenging for us to ascertain whether the peak
in domain registrations observed in April 2023 was due to
opportunistic bulk registrations. However, through an analysis
of registration timing and registrar concentrations, we identi-
fied several cases that suggest bulk squatting. For instance, 16
domains registered with the Cloud Yuqu registrar, all occurring
within a half-hour timeframe, appear to be generated from the
term “chatgptplus” for domain squatting. Examples include
chatgptpplus.com and chatgpttplus.com. Moreover, we discov-
ered that opportunistic domain intermediaries are promoting
the sale of AI-related domains, particularly those associated
with ChatGPT, such as buyaidomains.com.

Finding 4. Until now, we found few domain registrars
that are aware of the potential risks associated with
ChatGPT-related squatting domains, nor have any mea-
sures been taken. By analyzing the registries and registrars,
we attempt to infer the registration choices for SLD-Chats.
And we found that ChatGPT-related squatting SLDs collec-
tively cover 445 TLDs and 1,072 registrars. Table IV shows
the top 10 registries and registrars according to the domain reg-
istration volume. Interestingly, 16 of these TLDs incorporate
keywords related to ChatGPT, for example, “ai” and “chat” are
not only TLDs but also two keywords strongly associated with
ChatGPT. Regrettably, through the examination of registry
and registrar results, we found that there are virtually few
registration vendors recognizing the potential security risks of
ChatGPT-related squatting domains at present, without imple-
menting any measurements. This lack of regulation provides
substantial opportunities for exploitation by cybercriminals.

Finding 5. Beyond opportunistic registrations, configur-

ing subdomains, a more economical method, may cause
levelsquatting threat. We observed that 47.8% of squatting
FQDNs were generated via subdomain configuration, indicat-
ing that SLD-nonChat is also a popular method of squatting
domain creation. We hypothesize that this trend may be due
to the relative ease and cost-efficiency associated with subdo-
main configuration, as it eliminates the need for new domain
registration fees. Within SLD-nonChat, some subdomains are
configured under user-maintained apex domains. ChatGPT has
also exerted a significant influence on the domain names
associated with the underground industry. For instance, we
identified lashou365.com as an underground gambling website
based on historical records [39]. In the wake of the widespread
discussions sparked by ChatGPT, this domain owner config-
ured a total of 236 related subdomains for eye-catching.

Additionally, the trend of using third-party network services
to create ChatGPT-related domains is prevalent, including
using Content Delivery Network (CDN) services with 1,359
FQDNs set up under cloudflare.net [17], and cloud storage
with 19,890 FQDNs set up under amazonaws.com [4]. How-
ever, these domains are often exceptionally long and can be
utilized for levelsquatting scams. For example, the official do-
main is embedded into the subdomain of chatgpt.com.admin-
eu2.cas.ms This would mislead mobile users who could not
see the entire domain due to display space limitations, making
them vulnerable to phishing scams.

Furthermore, these inexpensive or even free third-party
services are particularly prone to misuse by adversaries, such
as the legitimate AI model-sharing platform of Hugging
Face [38], hf.space. Based on the SLD (hf.space) coupled with
manual analysis, we conclusively identified 5,375 pertinent
domains. Upon manual verification, we found that some users
leverage Hugging Face to establish their own intelligent dia-
logue services, such as jaehwi000-chatgpt4.hf.space. However,
these established services are not officially owned and may
present security risks, such as the theft of user tokens, as
described in Section IV-D.

Finding 6. Various squatting techniques are adopted to
create ChatGPT-related squatting domains, demonstrating
a great misuse potential. Table V presents the keyword
selection distribution among all identified domains, catego-
rized into 3 types: seed keywords, squatting keywords, and
combined keywords. Regrettably, we discovered various squat-
ting techniques within ChatGPT-related domains. For instance,
combosquatting [41], denoted as “combined keywords” in
Table V, involves combining several keywords to create squat-
ting domains. Besides, some keywords subjected to squatting
transformations frequently appear in domain names, which
as more malicious with deceptive phishing attributes. For
example, chaudeechatte.mypornchat.com is an underground
pornographic site embedded with the keyword “claude” to
borrow its popularity for fraud.

C. Infrastructure

Given that the domain names and their resolution results
extracted from the PDNS dataset include historical data,
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TABLE V: Keywords distribution of ChatGPT-related squatting domains.

Seed Keywords Combined Keywords Squatting Keywords

Keyword # FQDN
(%)

# Top 100k
(%) Keyword # FQDN

(%)
# Top 100k

(%) Keyword # FQDN
(%)

# Top 100k
(%)

ai 861,112
(63.43%)

517,913
(83.99%) chat+gpt 432,618

(31.87%)
77,867
(12.63%) cloude 27,560

(2.03%)
1,506
(0.24%)

chat 700,799
(51.62%)

131,715
(21.36%) open+ai 409,046

(30.13%)
347,981
(56.43%) hatbot 11,253

(0.83%)
5,557
(0.90%)

gpt 625,284
(46.06%)

196,362
(31.85%) ai+chat 202,357

(14.91%)
31,214
(5.06%) gpot 10,640

(0.78%)
2,034
(0.33%)

open 432,627
(31.87%)

363,056
(58.88%) ai+gpt 176,863

(13.03%)
112,031
(18.17%) gpmt 9,549

(0.70%)
1,688
(0.27%)

claude 12,733
(0.94%)

691
(0.11%) chat+open 20,803

(1.53%)
13,638
(2.21%) gppt 8,995

(0.66%)
7,207
(1.17%)

copilot 2,849
(0.21%)

286
(0.05%) ai+cloude 17,939

(1.32%)
721
(0.12%) gmpt 4,374

(0.32%)
2,338
(0.38%)

* “Top100k” means the number of domain names whose SLD are ranked in Top 100,000.

Fig. 6: Geographical IP distribution of ChatGPT-related squatting
domains.

TABLE VI: Top 10 countries or regions and ASNs for ChatGPT-
related squatting domains.

Country
or region # FQDN ASN # FQDN

USA 217,464 8075 (Microsoft) 152,991
CHN 10,794 16509 (Amazon-02) 40,928
SGP 6,219 14618 (Amazon-AES) 24,712
JPN 3,524 396982 (Google-Cloud) 10,968
SWE 1,351 13335 (Cloudflare) 6,016
NLD 1,236 32934 (Facebook) 2,767
CZE 1,187 15169 (Google) 2,741
FRA 1,023 13414 (Twitter) 1,907
DEU 990 20940 (Akamai) 1,765
IRL 839 19679 (Dropbox) 1,642

92 Countries
or regions 1,865 ASNs

we ascertain their current state by actively performing DNS
resolution for several important query types, including A, and
NS. We present the results of our active queries in Table VII.
As of November 2023, we observe that 67.6% of the FQDNs
can still be resolved through DNS.

Finding 7. ChatGPT-related squatting domains rely on
a handful of web hosting operators, which offer valuable
opportunities to combat and mitigate ChatGPT-related
abuse risks. Through query for A record, we could obtain

the IP address to which the domain resolves, as well as
the associated host information. We employed MaxMind [54]
to acquire geographic information on the IP addresses from
the resolution results, which are illustrated in Figure 6. We
observed that the resolution results of these domains are
distributed across 92 countries or regions, encompassing 1,865
Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs). The overall distribu-
tion of their infrastructure exhibits long-tail characteristics,
where leading providers constitute a substantial proportion, as
shown in Table VI. Geographically, the United States holds
a significantly dominant share, accounting for 16.02% of
FQDNs. The number of domains it covers exceeds that of
the second-largest contributor, China, by a factor of over 20.

Further, in conjunction with existing work [49], we con-
structed a list of third-party cloud operators, comprising nine
renowned companies 5. By matching the AS information in
the IP addresses, we identified domains hosted on third-party
cloud services. As inferred from the top 10 ASNs in Table VI,
third-party web hosting services appear to be predominantly
preferred by domain owners. This is evidenced by the fact that
278,169 (20.5%) of FQDNs are hosted under such famous
cloud services, based on the cloud-related keywords. We
observed that akin to market share rankings [14], renowned
hosting vendors, such as Microsoft Azure [56], Amazon [5]
and Google Cloud [32], are the preferred choices for ChatGPT-
related squatting domains. Furthermore, we unearthed a con-
tainer hosting platform, Dropbox [26], covering 1,642 FQDNs.
For example, chatgpt-web-production-d086.up.railway.app is
a project created via railway.app6 and hosted on Dropbox.

Based on our findings, we contend that current third-
party web hosting services have become a breeding ground
for abusers. From another perspective, we believe that these
web hosting vendors are crucial in combating the abuse of
ChatGPT-related squatting domains. The risk can be effec-
tively mitigated by inspecting the content of hosted pages.

5This list includes “aws”, “google”, “cloudflare”, “ali”, “linode”, “digito-
cean”, “tencent”, “azure”, “akamai”.

6Railway App is an instant deployment platform
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TABLE VII: Active DNS resolution and HTTP responses.

- # FQDN(%) # SLD(%) Top 100k

Active DNS 917,513 (67.6%) 74,406(62.1%) 2,734
Active HTTP 123,333 (9.1%) 35,073(29.3%) 935

HTTP Content 71,379 (5.3%) 18,867(15.7%) 814
* “Top100k” means the number of domain names whose SLD
are ranked in Top 100,000.

D. Web Content and Intent

To identify the web content of ChatGPT-related squatting
domains, we crawled their HTTP responses and webpages.
According to Table VII, merely 9.1% of the domains continue
to provide HTTP services, i.e., they return HTTP status codes
1xx, 2xx and 3xx. Furthermore, we analyzed the web content
and the intent of these squatting domains, as depicted in Fig-
ure 7. Although the registration of unofficial squatting domains
is no longer a benign act (not proactive registration from the
official ChatGPT for protective purposes), distressingly, we
actually detected a considerable amount of abuse in these
domains.

Finding 8. Judging by the intent of their webpages,
ChatGPT-related squatting domains remain in their
“nascent” stage, with only 5.3% having configured page
content. We initially conducted a preliminary content analysis
of the 123,333 websites still offering HTTP services. First,
we filtered out certain pages with little substantive content,
including those with excessively brief content (less than 10
characters), those comprising solely of web configuration
pages (such as Apache, Nginx, etc.), and a series of “page
not found” prompts. Subsequently, we found that despite the
substantial quantity of ChatGPT-related squatting domains,
only 5.3% offered valid pages. This suggests that the major-
ity of these domains are registered opportunisticly, targeting
the trending topic of ChatGPT, without the configuration of
significant page content. Furthermore, through analyzing NS
records and comparing these with NS lists of domain parking
services identified in previous studies [46, 88], we discovered
that 7,583 ChatGPT-related squatting domains are in the state
of domain parking. These originate from 8 different domain
parking vendors. We speculate that these parked domains
were initially registered opportunistically and subsequently
capitalized upon through traffic monetization to derive profits.
In addition, we identified another speculative profit-seeking
approach: the use of the registrar’s domain display pages to
attempt the resale of owned domains related to ChatGPT [3].
Figure 8 depicts a display page for chatgptcss.com that is being
offered for sale. This page displays relevant information about
its registrant and provides a purchase link for interested buyers.
We identified 5,666 domains being offered for sale, indicating
that these registrants, following the popularity of ChatGPT,
registered domains and subsequently hoped to sell them at a
higher price for profit.

Finding 9. After digging into their web content, we
discovered that the significant traffic instigated by Chat-
GPT has also become a conduit for luring users to

Fig. 7: Category distribution of ChatGPT-related squatting domains.

Domain Name for Sale

This domain name is for sale

Contact Information

Registrant
Telephone
Email

Fig. 8: Example of a domain name for sale.

gambling or pornographic activities. Based on the ma-
chine learning model trained on webpage titles and content
(Section III-C), we discovered that among ChatGPT-related
squatting domains with valid page contents, 12,475 (17.48%)
are related to adult content and 2,460 (3.45%) are associated
with illegal gambling content. The creation methods of these
domains related to traditional underground industries are rel-
atively uniform. They all opt for configuring sub-domains,
a method that avoids the cost of new domain registration.
Specifically, they configure subdomains on apex domains,
embedding ChatGPT-related keywords. For instance, the do-
main automan520.com has configured 7,546 subdomains, like
chatgpt987814.automan520.com. We speculate that there are
two primary reasons why these underground industries em-
bed ChatGPT-related keywords. On one hand, leveraging the
popularity of ChatGPT may increase the visibility of these
illicit websites to users, such as enhancing their ranking in
search engines [10]. On the other hand, by configuring long
sub-domains and constructing levelsquatting abuses, they can
deceive users into clicking on these links. In fact, we found
that the overall request volume for automan520.com and its
subdomains totaled 7,725, suggesting that the use of ChatGPT-
related keywords indeed had a certain promotional effect.

Finding 10. Beyond traditional underground activities,
the use of ChatGPT has led to a new security issue: the
creation of unauthorized mirror websites of ChatGPT.
By analyzing the <textarea> filed with chat-related keyword
filtering, we identified that 1,571 domains have implemented
features or services analogous to the intelligent conversation
capabilities of ChatGPT on their webpages. Given the high
interactivity inherent in the analysis of dialogue features,
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which resists complete automation, our examination of such
websites was limited to manual analysis of these websites with
chat functions. Notably, while OpenAI considerably endorses
the development of applications predicated on ChatGPT, it
categorically forbids the monetization of its services, such as
selling, leasing, or distributing them [67]. In spite of these
prohibitions, we observed mirror websites hosted on ChatGPT-
related squatting domains purporting to offer question-and-
answer services based on the official ChatGPT model for
profit. As depicted in Figure 9, once the allocated quota of
free usage is exhausted, payment is required for continued
access to the service. In this work, we define squatting domains
embedding ChatGPT-related keywords, designed to deceive
users into perceiving their chat services as officially ChatGPT
for profit, as unauthorized mirror websites. However, these
websites are not officially sanctioned by OpenAI to provide
commercial services and thus contravene OpenAI’s official
regulations [67].

Interestingly, our findings indicate that the majority of these
unauthorized dialogue service provisions are concentrated in
China. This could potentially be attributed to the usage re-
strictions imposed by OpenAI on Chinese users [66] and the
censorship from Chinese GFW [83]. The escalating demand
for ChatGPT among users who experience difficulties with its
official functionalities has resulted in a surge of unauthorized
services. Concurrently, it has also catalyzed the emergence
of an industry, characterized by the provision of templates
and even website construction tools for setting up services
analogous to ChatGPT. For instance, a website construction
template originating from Github 7 has facilitated the estab-
lishment of at least 47 websites offering similar dialogue
functionalities. This website even has promotional activities
such as offering free chat opportunities in exchange for invit-
ing friends. Additionally, we found that the establishment of
unauthorized dialogue websites based on ChatGPT is emerging
in other countries, including those without usage restrictions,
such as Japan (chatgptjapan.org with 8 requests within 22
active days) and Germany (chatopenai.de with 8 requests).
Regrettably, through combined analysis with TI, we discovered
some mirror sites exploiting ChatGPT’s popularity to entice
users into propagating their malicious software. For instance,
chatgpt.shrwei3.top (with 64 requests within 78 active days)
lures users into downloading malware through prompts to
download its client.

More seriously, we identified mirror sites bearing a striking
resemblance to the official ChatGPT website, with the same
icon and webpage content. We conjecture that these could
potentially be phishing sites maliciously deployed by attackers,
as illustrated in Figure 1 (in Section I). Drawing on existing
work that detects phishing sites based on webpage similar-
ity [1, 45], we evaluated brand resemblance by determining
the presence of official brand images on websites offering chat
functionalities. Specifically, we convert all images to grayscale
for evaluation, and scale the official brand images to various

7https://github.com/dirk1983/chatgpt

Lightspeed AI

Please log in before asking questions, 
unauthorised users can't use it

New Chat

Invite friends and get free 
conversations, Click for more 

information

gpt.openai.life

Send
User log in

New Chat All Chat Logs

Fig. 9: Example of an unauthorized mirror ChatGPT website with
payment requirements.

proportions for pixel matching within the pages. Ultimately,
we identified 33 webpages exhibiting the appearance of the
official brand, indicative of phishing intentions and trademark
infringement threats.

Finding 11. The threat intelligence significantly trails
behind in its ability to detect these abuse activities of
ChatGPT-related squatting domains. To evaluate the im-
pact of these abuses, we utilized 6 public threat intelligence
(mentioned in Section III-C) and renowned VirusTotal [36].
Due to request limitations, we only fetched threat intelligence
of 71,954 (5.3%) domains that configured webpages. The
results revealed that only 3,157 (4.4%) domains were marked
by VirusTotal as malicious. Furthermore, we discovered that
only 3,792 domains were marked as malicious by public
threat intelligence, all flagged by BlackWeb, with two domains
also marked by Stopforum Spam. However, public threat
intelligence lacks definitive information on the nature of the
threats. By cross-validating threat intelligence, we contend that
the current understanding within the security community of
the threats introduced by ChatGPT is severely lagging. Partic-
ularly, there is a significant deficiency in the understanding of
novel security threats related to ChatGPT-associated squatting
domains.

V. DISCUSSION

Limitations. Despite our best efforts, there are still some
limitations to be considered. First, our PDNS dataset may
exhibit geographical distribution bias. However, given the
massive volume of DNS data, we believe our domain data
can still reflect the ecosystem of ChatGPT-related domains
comprehensively. Second, the categories are identified through
manual analysis with a limited labeled dataset, and may not
be exhaustive. Nevertheless, by cross-validating using external
threat intelligence data and searching for security risks related
to ChatGPT, we believe that the risks we have disclosed are
among the most noteworthy and impactful within the context
of ChatGPT-related threats.
Lessons Learned. Despite the numerous abuse risks we
identified in ChatGPT-related squatting domains, as of now,
few registries, registrars, and even third-party hosting plat-
forms have implemented protective measures against such
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malicious squatting activities, thereby fostering an environ-
ment conducive to misuse. Therefore, based on our findings,
we propose the following recommendations to the security
community, with the aim of alleviating the misuse of ChatGPT-
related squatting domains. First, we recommend that regis-
trars and registries can recognize the potential security risks
of ChatGPT-related squatting domains, and take appropriate
protective measures. For instance, verify the registrant origin
of squatting domains and restrict unofficial bulk malicious
registrations. Second, we recommend that third-party hosting
services rigorously review hosted content to avoid the de-
ployment of abusive activities, for example, illicit gambling
and porn content. Last but not least, we recommend that
official websites (including ChatGPT, Claude, and so on) take
this matter seriously and consider proactive registration for
protection. We also open-source part of identified ChatGPT-
related squatting domains and their misuse behaviors, thereby
offering a valuable resource for comprehensive analysis by the
entire security community.
Ethics Considerations. Our entire experimental process
strictly adhered to established ethical guidelines, notably the
Belmont Report [30] and the Menlo Report [40]. For data
collection, we confined our scope to domain names and their
resolution results and counts, without involving any user-end
information. Therefore, we believe there are minimal ethical
risks in our data collection and analysis process. Furthermore,
our analysis results of ChatGPT-related squatting domains
offer enduring benefits for the cybersecurity community.

VI. RELATED WORK

Domain Abuse. Squatting attack is one of the most common
forms of domain abuse [19, 31, 33, 84]. It involves the creation
of domains closely resembling target domains, designed to
phish users into clicking or visiting and hijack their web
traffic, potentially leading to the disclosure of personal privacy
data, such as passwords. The introduction of Internationalized
Domain Name (IDN) has significantly expanded the domain
name space, but it has also brought about homograph attack
techniques [37, 50, 72, 80]. In addition to homograph at-
tacks, a variety of squatting attack techniques have evolved,
such as typosquatting (mistyping of popular authoritative do-
mains) [2, 20, 81, 87], bitsquatting (random bit-flipping in
domains) [63], soundsquatting (abusing the sound similarity
of words in domains) [62], combosquatting (utilizing word
concatenation to form related words) [41], and levelsquatting
(abusing the display limitations of long subdomains) [27].

Moreover, domain names, as the initial link in accessing
the network, i.e., obtaining the corresponding host IP address,
are frequently abused in a variety of cybercriminal activities.
In particular, they are used for malicious promotion, such as
BlackHat Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques [28,
94], malware propagation, such as DGA domains for botnet [7,
69, 91], and fraudulent and phishing activities [51, 86].
Abused Domain Detection. Considerable efforts have been
dedicated by both academia and industry to develop effective
detection methods for malicious domains that are subject to

misuse. The most predominant approach involves detection
based on DNS resolution traffic [96], which includes methods
that detect based on the malicious association of IP addresses
and domain names [8, 79], detect changes in resolution traf-
fic [9, 12], and detect abnormal registration behaviors [34]. In
addition, there are detection methods based on page content,
such as phishing domain detection based on the similarity of
page content [51, 53, 89, 97].
ChatGPT-related Cybercrime. Several studies have also
highlighted the misuse of ChatGPT in cybercriminal activities
and other malicious behaviors. Nils’ work [11] revealed that
ChatGPT has been utilized by criminals for online phishing,
and some studies further analyzed the impact of ChatGPT on
phishing attacks, finding that phishing activities incorporating
ChatGPT have a higher success rate of deceit [75, 92]. Filipo’s
study [74] analyzed the erroneous information output by
ChatGPT on social platforms, which can misguide users.

In conclusion, our work is the first to identify ChatGPT-
related squatting domains from the comprehensive perspective
of DNS resolution, followed by a thorough and systematic
analysis, and we reveal previously unknown new abusive
behaviors related to ChatGPT. We believe that our findings
hold considerable value for understanding ChatGPT-related
misuse and even cybercriminal activities.

VII. CONCLUSION

The popularity of ChatGPT brings significant abuse threats
of ChatGPT-related squatting domains, an issue that is growing
rapidly yet remains inadequately addressed by the security
community. We developed an efficient approach to identify
ChatGPT-related squatting domains from an extensive PDNS
dataset. In the end, we identified over 1.3 million ChatGPT-
related squatting domains, including SLD-Chat directly regis-
tered from registrars and those obtained by configuring sub-
domains. By examining identified ChatGPT-related squatting
domains, we conducted the first comprehensive measurement
study of this ecosystem. With a 5.3% active website rate, these
domains pose considerable threats, including the promotion of
illegal underground activities and novel forms of fraud with
chat functions. Despite these findings, key stakeholders like
domain registrars, web hosting providers and existing threat
intelligence seem oblivious to these risks, showing few signs of
implementing protective measures. We hope our work, which
unveils this abuse ecosystem, prompts an increased focus on
this issue and the deployment of robust protective measures
against ChatGPT-related squatting domain abuse.
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